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SINH HOẠT THƯỜNG NGÀY 1 (EVERYDAY PROBLEMS 1)
VIDEO BÀI GIẢNG và LỜI GIẢI CHI TIẾT CÁC BÀI TẬP chỉ có tại website MOON.VN

Câu 1 [559918]: Yesterday a lorry ____________ into a bus at the traffic lights.
A.exploded
B. crashed
C.blocked
D. trapped
Câu 2 [559922]: The falling roof tiles _____________ several passers-by, though not seriously.
A.exploded
B. injured
C.blocked
D. collapsed
Câu 3 [559924]: The old wooden building _____________ in a high wind.
A.exploded
B. crashed
C.collapsed
D. trapped
Câu 4 [559925]: A terrorist bomb _____________ at the railway station last week.
A.exploded
B. crashed
C.flooded
D. trapped
Câu 5 [559927]: The river burst its banks and _____________ the town during the night.
A.exploded
B. flooded
C.blocked
D. trapped
Câu 6 [559929]: Rocks and mud from the mountain _________ the main road yesterday.
A.exploded
B. crashed
C.blocked
D. trapped
Câu 7 [559930]: The storm at sea _____________ several small fishing boats.
A.sank
B. crashed
C.blocked
D. trapped
Câu 8 [559933]: The rising water _________ two families in their homes for six hours.
A.exploded
B. crashed
C.blocked
D. trapped
Câu 9 [559934]: The doctor gave Sue a _____________ for some medicine.
A.prescription
B. recipe
C.description
D. menu
Câu 10 [559937]: Tim’s mother used a thermometer to take this _____________.
A.fever
B. temperature
C.hotness
D. coldness
Câu 11 [559939]: It took Julie a long time to _____________ her illness.
A.get in
B. get out
C.get over
D. get off
Câu 12 [559942]: The cut on Katrina’s leg took a long time to _____________.
A.pain
B. cure
heal
C.
D. sore
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Câu 13 [559944]: I couldn’t run because I had a _____________ in my leg.
A.pain
B. heal
C.hurt
D. sore
Câu 14 [559947]: I bought these sea – sickness pills from the _____________.
A.chemist’s
B. physician’s
C.biologist’s
D. psychologist’s
Câu 15 [559949]: David was ill with _____________ for two weeks.
A.a flu
B. flu
C.disease
D. pain
Câu 16 [559951]: Dick couldn’t speak because he had a _____________.
A.throat ache
B. throat pain
C.sore throat
D. hurt throat
Câu 17 [559953]: When you move to a new country, how long does it take to _____ to the different way
of life?
A.adapt
B. adopt
C.suite
D. match
Câu 18 [559955]: What is the _____________ of oxidation on unpainted surfaces?
A.effect
B. affect
C.effective
D. affecting
Câu 19 [559958]: The roads were crowded and I was stuck in a _____________ for hours.
A.power failure
B. car park
C.bus stop
D. traffic jam
Câu 20 [559960]: The _____________ is bad in this city. It’s getting hard to breathe!
A.air pollution
B. land pollution
C.water pollution
D. pollutants
Câu 21 [559963]: All the lights went out because there was a _____________.
A.train strike
B. water shortage
C.power failure
D. bus stop
Câu 22 [559964]: I left my car in the wrong place and the police gave me a ____________.
A.parking ticket
B. receipt
C.item
D. paper
Câu 23 [559965]: I couldn’t use the railway yesterday because there was a ____________.
A.train strike
B. water shortage
C.city center
D. power cut
Câu 24 [559966]: I had to pay a fortune to leave my car in a multi-storey _____________.
A.bus stop
B. stadium
C.basement
D. car park
Câu 25 [559967]: I waited at the __________for hours but all the buses were full.
A.garage
B. basement
bus
stop
C.
D. car park
Câu 26 [559968]: There is always a lot of traffic during the _____________.
A.rush hour
B. traffic jam
C.train strike
D. water shortage
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Câu 27 [559969]: It doesn’t rain a lot here, and at the moment there is a _____________.
A.power cut
B. flood
C.heatwave
D. water shortage
Câu 28 [559970]: The government has decided to ban all cars from the _____________.
A.shopping mall
B. basement
C.city centre
D. high street
Câu 29 [559971]: Money can’t buy you _____________ - or at least that’s what some people say.
A.happy
B. happily
C.happiness
D. happier
Câu 30 [559972]: I don’t think guns are _____________ toys for young children.
A.suiting
B. suitable
C.suited
D. suitably
Câu 31 [559973]: Come on! You can do it! There’s no such word as _____________!
A.possible
B. possibility
C.impossible
D. impossibility
Câu 32 [559974]: The tobacco companies understood the _____________ effects of smoking for a long
time – but kept quiet about them.
A.harm
B. harmless
C.harmful
D. harmfulness
Câu 33 [559975]: The England football team has some talent, but we’re all ____________ about their
chances in the World Cup.
A.doubt
B. undoubted
C.doubtful
D. doubtfully
Câu 34 [559976]: Frightened? I was absolutely _____________!
A.terrify
B. terror
C.terrified
D. terrifying
Câu 35 [559978]: You have a problem, and I’m very _____________. But I’m not in a position to lend
you money.
A.sympathize
B. sympathetically
C.sympathy
D. sympathetic
Câu 36 [559979]: There is a lot of _________ in the street. Are we missing something?
A.act
B. active
C.action
D. activities
Câu 37 [559980]: “I’ve been concerned about your _____________ for some time” - the head teacher
said in a rather threatening voice.
A.behavior
B. behave
C.behaving
D. behaved
Câu 38 [559981]: I haven’t got any __________, so I can’t get anywhere in life. Sad but true, my friend.
A.qualify
B. qualifying
C.qualifications
D. quality
Câu 39 [559982]: The unexplained _____________ of the lead singer made the band even more famous.
He never turned up again.
A.appearance
B. disappearance
C.disappear
D. appear
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Câu 40 [559983]: My hopes for the job were high, but the _________ was rather different.
A.real
B. reality
C.unreal
D. unreality
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